From our daily life we are familiar with hexagonal ice, but at very low temperature ice can exist in a different structure--that of cubic ice. Seeking to unravel the enigmatic relationship between these two low-pressure phases, we examined their formation on a Pt (111) substrate at low temperatures with scanning tunneling microscopy and atomic force microscopy. After completion of the onemolecule-thick wetting layer, 3D clusters of hexagonal ice grow via layer nucleation. The coalescence of these clusters creates a rich scenario of domain-boundary and screw-dislocation formation. We discovered that during subsequent growth, domain boundaries are replaced by growth spirals around screw dislocations, and that the nature of these spirals determines whether ice adopts the cubic or the hexagonal structure. Initially, most of these spirals are single, i.e., they host a screw dislocation with a Burgers vector connecting neighboring molecular planes, and produce cubic ice. Films thicker than ∼20 nm, however, are dominated by double spirals. Their abundance is surprising because they require a Burgers vector spanning two molecular-layer spacings, distorting the crystal lattice to a larger extent. We propose that these double spirals grow at the expense of the initially more common single spirals for an energetic reason: they produce hexagonal ice.
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ice growth mechanisms | molecular surface steps | molecular-layer nucleation | scanning probe microscopy | spiral growth O wing to its ubiquity in nature, ice and its structural properties have inspired widespread interest (1, 2) . Not long after the introduction of X-ray diffraction in 1912, the structure of the most common modification of ice, hexagonal ice Ih, had already been investigated extensively (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . In 1942, König (7) discovered that at low temperatures water occasionally crystallizes into a different modification, cubic ice Ic. Subsequently, cubic ice has been produced in the laboratory, e.g., by condensing water vapor onto cooled substrates (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) , by heating amorphous solid water (7) (8) (9) , by supercooling liquid water droplets (12) (13) (14) or clusters (15) , or by freezing high-pressure phases of ice and reheating them at atmospheric pressure (16) (17) (18) (19) . Cubic ice has been proposed to also occur naturally, e.g., in the earth's atmosphere (13, (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) and in comets (25, 26) . However, even after thousands of articles dedicated to ice formation have appeared, important questions regarding fundamental growth mechanisms of ice remain. Some of these questions concerning the competition between the two lowpressure crystalline phases ice Ih and ice Ic are addressed in this paper.
Ice Ih and ice Ic have been observed to coexist at temperatures up to 240 K (10-12, 18, 27, 28) . When ice Ic is heated above 170 K it transforms irreversibly into ice Ih. The release of a measurable amount of heat (on the order of 35 J/mol) (17) (18) (19) establishes hexagonal ice as the equilibrium structure above 170 K. Below 170 K no phase transformation has been observed, allowing for the possibility that at these low temperatures cubic ice is energetically preferred (1, 29) . Johari (27) argues that contributions from grain-boundary, interphase, and strain energies suppress the formation of hexagonal ice in bulk cubic ice. More recently, he proposed (30) that a lower interfacial energy favors the cubic versus the hexagonal structure for water droplets with radii smaller than 15 nm and for films less than 10 nm thick.
Our work aims at elucidating the complex relationship between these two ice phases by providing real-space information at the molecular scale. In apparent contradiction with Johari's argument (30) , our previous scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) study (31) on ice/Pt(111) suggests that films thinner than 3 nm are mostly ice Ih, whereas cubic ice is favored in thicker films. In this earlier work we proposed that growth via nucleation of molecular layers leads to ice Ih; we now describe a dedicated nucleation experiment that yields conclusive evidence for this mechanism. Furthermore, in our earlier experiments we expanded the reach of STM from the previous limit of 1-to-2-nm-thick ice films to thicknesses up to ∼10 nm. In this paper, by introducing qPlus-sensor atomic force microscopy (AFM) (32, 33) into ice research, we are able to explore uncharted territory: ice films of unlimited thickness can now be imaged with molecular-layer resolution. AFM on thicker-than-20-nm ice revealed an unanticipated mechanism: growth in these thicker ice films occurs mainly via double spirals that produce hexagonal ice. Thus, by combining STM and AFM experiments we now provide a more comprehensive account of the mechanisms leading to hexagonal or cubic ice.
Preparing and Imaging Ice Films
We prepared and analyzed the ice films in a UHV chamber with a base pressure of <3 × 10 −11 mbar. The films were deposited at a rate of ∼1 Å/min by directing water vapor onto the platinum sample held at 140-145 K. For the nucleation experiments, the ice film was subsequently cooled; 2D islands were grown at 115 K and annealed at 125 K for 2 h. After each deposition a small nonevaporable-getter pump in line of sight to the sample surface was used to decrease the pressure near the sample. There are no indications that our measurements were affected by contaminants (see SI Text, section S1 for details).
Films up to 10 nm thick were imaged nondestructively (31, 34) with STM at T < 120 K, using a sample bias of ∼−6 V and a tunnel current of ∼0.4 pA. At larger thicknesses STM becomes destructive and we had to rely on AFM. Donev et al. (35) , using beam-deflection AFM in a commercial setup similar to ours (Omicron variabletemperature scanning probe microscope, SPM), found that the contact mode modifies the ice films, whereas the noncontact mode leaves them intact. The resolution of the noncontact mode, however, was not sufficient to distinguish between cubic and hexagonal ice. To overcome these limitations we used qPlus-sensor AFM (32, 33) for imaging films thicker than 10 nm. The qPlus sensor was operated at a resonance frequency of 22.5 kHz with the feedback set at Δf = −3 Hz. Fig. 1 demonstrates that qPlus AFM can nondestructively resolve molecular surface steps on thick ice films. This 2-μm-wide image of 20-nm-thick ice grown at 140 K illustrates the complexity of the film morphology. In the remainder of this paper it will become clear that the ability to resolve molecular surface steps is crucial to unravel this complexity and determine the mechanisms leading to hexagonal or cubic ice.
Results and Discussion
As reported by Kimmel et al. (36) and confirmed by our previous STM work (31) , water deposited at 135-150 K onto Pt(111) first forms a one-molecule-thin wetting layer (37) (38) (39) (40) . Then, isolated 3D ice crystallites emerge and eventually, at thicknesses of ∼3-10 nm, coalesce into a continuous multilayer film. (Threedimensional crystallites embedded in a 2D wetting layer are also found when amorphous ice is heated to 150 K, as reported in Waluyo et al. in ref. 41.) In the following we discuss the growth mechanisms associated with the different thickness regimes, and relate them to the formation of either cubic or hexagonal ice.
Cubic and Hexagonal Ice Structure. To interpret the surface morphology we first recall the molecular structure (1, 2) of the two ice phases Ih and Ic shown schematically in Fig. 2 . Both structures have in common that the oxygen atoms are arranged in corrugated honeycomb layers (bilayers) held together by hydrogen bonds. Neighboring bilayers connect via H bonds between the lower O atoms of the higher layer and the higher O atoms of the lower layer ( Fig. 2 A and B) . Within these bilayers, each higher-lying oxygen atom binds to three neighboring lower-lying oxygen atoms, forming a triangle (Fig. 2C ), which we call "stacking triangle." In the cubic-ice lattice, where the oxygen atoms are arranged in the diamond structure, all bilayers are identical and their stacking triangles point in the same direction. The hexagonal-ice lattice can be obtained from the cubic-ice lattice by azimuthally rotating every other bilayer by 180°. Hence, in hexagonal ice the orientation of the stacking triangles alternates from layer to layer. Throughout the paper we use a color coding (green and blue) to distinguish the two types of intrabilayer stacking corresponding to the two stacking-triangle orientations.
Growth via Nucleation. At the early stage of multilayer growth the ice films comprise isolated 3D crystallites embedded in a 2D wetting layer (34, 36) . Because their flat top facets lack stepproducing defects where the deposited water could readily attach, the crystals can only increase their height by nucleating new molecular layers (Fig. 3A) . We had previously proposed (31) that such nucleation produces hexagonal ice, although our experimental evidence based on as-grown films was indirect. Here, we report an experiment dedicated to determine the type of ice produced via nucleation. Our approach exploits the fact that 2D islands grown on ice films thinner than ∼5 nm exhibit pronounced triangular shapes (42) reflecting their intrabilayer stacking. First, large triangular 2D structures are grown that serve as templates with known intrabilayer stacking. Such triangular templates can be found on as-grown continuous 3-nm-thick films deposited at 145 K. Then, small triangular islands, nucleated on top of these templates, reveal via their orientation whether or not the intralayer stacking alternates from layer to layer. The schematic in Fig. 3B illustrates both cases: island 1 represents alternating stacking as in hexagonal ice, and island 2 corresponds to uniform stacking as in cubic ice. To create suitable arrays (43) of small triangular islands we deposit a fraction of a monolayer of water at 115 K and anneal the sample at 125 K for 2 h. The STM image of Fig. 3C reveals the unambiguous result: All 8 triangular islands grown on the downward-pointing triangular template (green) are pointing upward, and all 10 islands on the upward-pointing template (blue) point downward, i.e., all nucleated islands are rotated with respect to their templates. Relating the alternating island orientations to alternating intrabilayer stacking, we can thus conclude that growth via nucleation leads to hexagonal ice. This conclusion is consistent with the observation that isolated 3D crystallites, which had to grow via nucleation, tend to be more hexagonally shaped (34) than 2D islands grown on films of comparable thickness (42) . Spiral Growth. We now discuss the growth situation that arises after the 3D crystallites have coalesced into a continuous film. Previously we had shown that the coalescence of these crystallites across substrate steps generates screw dislocations, which produce surface steps that allow spiral growth without nucleation (31) . At film thicknesses accessible with STM, i.e., <10 nm, these spirals mostly lead to cubic ice. Our current study, which includes AFM measurements at larger thicknesses, reveals a richer behavior: at thicknesses ∼10-20 nm, a different type of growth spiral emerges and becomes dominant, causing the growth to revert from cubic to hexagonal ice formation. Fig. 4 A-D, depicting a typical scenario, the molecular layers are color-coded according to their intralayer stacking. The layers in Fig. 4A alternate between "green" and "blue," consistent with the hexagonal structure of isolated crystallites. Crystallites with different stacking sequences (crystals 1 and 2 in Fig. 4A ) do not readily merge but form domain boundaries (marked "db") instead. Individual crystallites (crystal 3) do not typically overgrow substrate steps, rendering this a likely location where coalescence occurs. The molecular layers of crystallites facing each other across a substrate step are vertically offset from each other by the height of the substrate step, which is, for Pt(111) and many other materials, roughly half the spacing h ice between the molecular ice layers. Crystallites merging across a substrate step bend to join layers with equal intralayer stacking, i.e., crystal 1 bends downward and crystal 2 bends upward to connect to crystal 3, resulting in a screw dislocation that produces a surface step (Fig. 4B) . Evidently, deposited water can attach to this step and bury the domain boundary (Fig. 4C) . The top layer can now readily advance and create a growth spiral (Fig. 4D) . The subsequent growth proceeds by expanding this green top layer, thereby producing ice of uniform intralayer stacking, i.e., cubic ice. Our previous STM experiments (31) Schematic of the experiment to test whether growth via nucleation leads to cubic or hexagonal ice. The two orientations of the triangular 2D islands reflect the two possible ways of intralayer stacking (blue or green). Alternating island orientation (case 1) corresponds to alternating intralayer stacking as in hexagonal ice. Uniformly oriented triangles (case 2) are expected for cubic ice. (C) STM image of a 3-nm-thick ice film grown at 145 K, decorated by an array of small 2D islands nucleated at 115 K and annealed at 125 K. Upward-pointing triangles nucleate on downward-pointing features (green) and vice versa (blue), providing evidence that growth via nucleation leads to hexagonal ice. Does cubic-ice formation via growth spirals extend to films thicker than STM's reach? And, is hexagonal ice created only during the initial stage, where growth proceeds via layer nucleation? AFM, capable of imaging molecular surface steps of ice nondestructively, is well suited to address these questions. Examining films up to ∼100 molecular layers thick, we found that their surface morphology differs markedly from those of the thinner films studied previously with STM. Fig. 5A displays a representative 1-μm 2 region of a 20-nm-thick ice film grown at 140 K. (This image is a zoom into the lower-right portion of Fig. 1 .) The morphology is clearly not dominated by the simple, often triangular-shaped spirals found in films thinner than 10 nm. Instead, especially in the highest surface areas, we find features that were not present in thinner films. One, marked by an arrow, is an S-shaped step at the center of a double spiral. Another feature, labeled "1," has, at first sight, the appearance of a simple growth spiral. However, comparing its profile with those of single molecular surface steps (labeled "2") reveals that its step has twice their height. Thus, it too is at the center of a double spiral, although here the two steps are very close together. Overall, the morphology is very complex, rendering it difficult to estimate the fraction of growth that proceeds via double spirals. The situation simplifies somewhat with increasing film thickness: Images of 40-nm-thick ice (Fig. 5B ) reveal a morphology dominated by double spirals, which have now risen several nanometers above their surroundings. We conclude that a substantial portion of growth occurs via double spirals in these thicker ice films.
Let us
What effect do these double spirals have on the crystal structure? Fig. 6 A-C illustrates graphically that a double spiral is associated with a screw dislocation with a double Burgers vector, i.e., the length of the Burgers vector's normal component is twice the spacing h ice between molecular layers. In contrast with a single Connecting the layers of crystals 1 and 2 to matching layers of crystal 3 creates two surface steps above the buried substrate step (E). The domain boundary (db) between crystals 1 and 2 can be eliminated by bending the crystals so that matching layers join F. The green and the blue top layer can now freely expand and twist around each other to form a double spiral that generates ice with alternating intralayer stacking, i.e., hexagonal ice. spiral, which always generates ice of uniform intralayer stacking (Fig. 4 B-D) , a double spiral propagates the intralayer stacking of two molecular layers. If those differ, i.e., one is blue and the other green, the film grows with alternating intralayer stacking, resulting in hexagonal ice. Thus, double spirals provide a kinetic route of growing hexagonal ice without nucleating new layers.
Envisioning an atomistic scenario leading to the configuration of Fig. 6 A-C via growth from water vapor is difficult. However, as in the single-spiral case of Fig. 4 A-D , coalescence of crystallites across substrate steps could be the key to the creation of double spirals as well. Fig. 6 D-G illustrates one of the various possible scenarios. To connect to matching layers of crystal 3, crystal 1 has to bend upward by h Pt ∼ 2.26 Å and crystal 2 downward by h ice − h Pt ∼ 1.4 Å (Fig. 6E) . The fate of this configuration will be decided at the domain boundary (labeled db). If the blue top layer of crystal 3 advances over crystal 2 and then stops at the domain boundary, the green top layer of crystal 1 will be the only remaining layer with a surface step and thus able to expand, resulting in a single spiral that produces cubic ice. (This scenario is shown in fig.  9 in ref. 31. ) If, however, the layers (or at least the top layers) of crystal 2 bend upward by h ice to connect to the matching layers of crystal 1 (Fig. 6F) , the domain boundary is eliminated and both top layers (green and blue) can expand and wind around each other (Fig. 6G) , forming a double spiral that produces hexagonal ice. The fact that domain boundaries vanish as films grow thicker is plausible because, whereas the elastic-energy cost due to bending the layers increases only logarithmically with film thickness, the energy gain of eliminating a vertical domain boundary increases linearly (see SI Text, section S2 for details). Each turn, a molecular layer rises by 1 molecular-layer spacing h ice as it crosses the healed domain boundary and by another spacing h ice (= h Pt + (h ice − h Pt )) as it crosses the buried substrate step twice, hence the double Burgers vector. The relatively simple scenario of Fig. 6 D-G should be viewed as a prototype of other processes leading to double spirals.* Although a few single spirals, obscured by rich morphology, might still exist in lower surface regions of Figs. 1 and 5, the dominance of hexagonal-ice-producing double spirals in thicker films is unmistakable. This observation is consistent with Glebov et al.'s (44) claim that their He atom scattering signal on 100-nmthick ice/Pt(111) originates from hexagonal ice. The prevalence of double spirals at larger film thicknesses is surprising because they are difficult to form: due to their double Burgers vector, double spirals have a roughly 4 times larger elastic-energy cost (45) than single spirals. An additional obstacle in creating a double spiral is that matching layers must fuse "correctly" across a domain boundary despite the large height offset h ice (Fig. 6E) . Overcoming this large height offset requires the ice layers to bend considerably, which is energetically favorable only above a certain threshold film thickness (SI Text, section S2). Also, crystal 2 could connect with equal probability to matching layers of crystal 1 by bending downward by h ice , instead of bending upward. This "incorrect" layer fusion would eliminate the domain boundary without creating any growth spiral. The fact that single spirals are easier to form than double spirals suggests the following scenario: At intermediate film thicknesses shortly after coalescence, most spirals are single, consistent with STM observations. (More precisely, we never observed double spirals at film thicknesses below 15 nm. The ability of SPM, however, to survey large surface areas is limited.)
At larger film thicknesses, a small number of double spirals will form to eliminate domain boundaries. Because there is substantial mass transport via surface diffusion at these growth temperatures (43) , water molecules can detach from one spiral and attach to another. Hence, at a growth stage where single and double spirals are present, there will be a significant material exchange between both types of spirals. The net flux in this ripening process will be from spirals associated with the less stable ice toward spirals that produce equilibrium ice. The fact that the initial dominance of single spirals is followed by a dominance of double spirals in thicker films suggests that hexagonal-iceproducing double spirals grow at the expense of cubic-ice-producing single spirals. This adds experimental support to the idea that the hexagonal structure is more stable than the cubic structure also at these low temperatures.
The scenario presented above is meant to describe the essence of overall film evolution. As the AFM images of Figs. 1 and 5 illustrate, the morphology of real films is exceedingly complex, presumably due to intricate interactions of domain boundaries, substrate steps, dislocations, and stacking faults. For example, more complex stacking sequences equivalent to mixtures (11 ,14, 46) of hexagonal and cubic ice are expected to appear in film regions that are swept by surface steps originating in different growth spirals. On rough substrates ice can grow with even more degrees of freedom. Given this complexity, many questions concerning the transition between cubic and hexagonal ice have yet to be explored. In this endeavor, the ability to track large sample regions with good time resolution will be crucial, either by increasing AFM's scan speed without modifying the delicate ice, or by using inherently fast techniques.
Recently, optical microscopy succeeded in visualizing molecular steps on the basal plane of ice at ambient conditions (47, 48) . Some of the imaged steps were attributed to growth spirals emerging from screw dislocations located at grain boundaries. Although the data did not resolve the nature of the spiral cores, we expect these spirals to be double because single spirals would lead to cubic ice, which should not occur at T > 240 K.
Conclusions
The ability to resolve molecular surface steps on ice films of any thickness proved an invaluable asset in identifying thicknessdependent growth mechanisms. STM and AFM images reveal that the crystal structure of ice, deposited at low temperatures (∼140 K) onto Pt(111), switches twice as films grow thicker. Isolated 3D clusters, which can only grow via layer nucleation, consist of hexagonal ice. Following coalescence, cubic ice is produced in growth spirals created by screw dislocations above substrate steps. Eventually, at thicknesses of ∼20 nm, a different type of growth spiral, generated by dislocations with a double Burgers vector, becomes dominant, causing the preferential formation of hexagonal ice. We expect this behavior to be widespread because many materials can play the specific role of the substrate in the described mechanisms, i.e., to facilitate spiral formation by providing surface steps of a height different from the spacing h ice between molecular ice layers. The fact that film growth reverts from cubic to hexagonal ice despite the larger lattice distortion associated with double spirals argues for ice Ih being the equilibrium structure also at temperatures below 170 K, where cubic ice has not been observed to transform into hexagonal ice.
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